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PROJECTILE FRAGMENTATION AT RELATIVISTICENERGIES: A POSSIBILITY TO DETERMINE THEVISCOSITY OF NUCLEAR MATTER�B. Juradoa, K.-H. Shmidta, F. Fargeta, T. Enqvista, F. Ameila,P. Armbrustera, J. Benlliureb, M. Bernas, B. Mustapha,L. Tassan-Got, C. Stephan, A. Boudardd, S. Lerayd,R. Legraind, C. Volantd, S. Czajkowskie and M. PravikoffeaGSI, D-64291 Darmstadt, GermanybUniversity Santiago de CompostelaIPN OrsaydCEA SalayeCEN Bordeaux-Gradignon(Reeived Deember 7, 1999)Up to now, the results on nulear visosity are rather ontraditory.Values of the dissipation oe�ient between � � 0:5 � 1021s�1 and� � 20 � 1021s�1 have been dedued from previous experiments. A new ex-perimental aess to the dynamis of �ssion is given by peripheral nulearollisions at relativisti energies. This method has important advantageswith respet to the traditional ones, sine highly exited nulei are pro-dued with low angular momenta and small shape distortions. Preliminaryresults of applying this proedure at GSI Darmstadt are presented.PACS numbers: 25.70.Mn 1. IntrodutionIn the deexitation proess of a heavy exited ompound nuleus, partileevaporation ompetes with disintegration by �ssion. The mean evaporationtime is determined by the statistial model. Fission is the result of a di�usionproess to large deformation, hene the system needs a time � to buildthe quasistationary �ow over the �ssion barrier. � depends on the nulearvisosity whih is expressed by �, the dissipation oe�ient [2℄.Up to now, a large variety of experimental methods has been appliedto the study of the visosity: fusion [3℄ and fast �ssion [4℄, spallation [5℄,� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (367)



368 B. Jurado et al.annihilation of anti protons [6℄, peripheral nulear ollisions in the Fermi-energy regime [7℄, et. The main observables involved in these proeduresare the �ssion ross setions the pre- and post-sission neutrons [1℄, and thepre-sission GDR radiation [8℄.A new experimental approah to this subjet is given by fragmenta-tion reations at relativisti energies. Projetile fragments have partiularlywell de�ned properties sine they are produed with low angular momenta(L< 20~ [9℄) and small shape distortions. This is the mehanism we use toprepare highly exited �ssile nulei in our experiment at GSI. By measur-ing the �ssion ross setions of these nulei and omparing them with thepreditions obtained by the statistial model, we determine the visosity forhigh exitation energies and small deformations.2. ExperimentFigure 1 shows the experimental set up.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Fission events produed in the lead target are seletedby omparing the values of the energy-loss measured in the ICs plaed before andafter the target. The nulear harges of the two �ssion fragments are measuredby the double IC. The sintillator and the TOF wall give the time of �ight of thefragments.A beam of 238U ions at 1 AGeV impinges on a lead target. Severaldetetors are installed to register the �ssion of projetile fragments.The target is surrounded by two ionisation hambers (ICs). When �ssionis indued in the target, the energy-loss in the seond hamber is reduedby about a fator of two. Beause of the relativisti energy of the �ssion-



Projetile Fragmentation at Relativisti Energies:... 369ing nuleus, the two �ssion fragments are ejeted in forward diretion anddeteted simultaneously in the double ionisation hamber with an e�ienylose to 100%. Measuring the energy-loss signals of both �ssion fragmentsin the double ionisation hamber we determine their nulear harges. How-ever, in order to improve the harge resolution, the energy-loss signal mustbe orreted for its dependene on the veloity. The veloity is obtained bymeasuring the time of �ight of the �ssion fragments with the sintillator andthe TOF wall.One the nulear harges Z1 and Z2 of the �ssion fragments are obtained,the partial �ssion ross setions an be dedued. These are de�ned by the�ssion yield measured for a spei� value of Z1+Z2 divided by the numberof ions in the inident beam and the number of target atoms per unit area.3. Preliminary resultsIn �gure 2, the preliminary partial �ssion ross setions are given inomparison with theoretial preditions obtained by the Monte-Carlo odeABRABLA [2, 10, 11℄ for di�erent values of �.

Fig. 2. Partial �ssion ross setions as a funtion of the sum of the nulear harges ofthe �ssion fragments. The preliminary experimental values (full line) whih are notyet orreted for the harge resolution are ompared with theoretial preditionsfor di�erent values of �.Obviously, the data are very sensitive to the magnitude of nulear visos-ity. The Bohr�Wheeler assumption whih is based on the statistial modeloverestimates the �ssion ross setions. The inlusion of visosity e�etsgives a better desription, espeially for � lose to 2 � 1021s�1.We �nally want to remark that this quantitative onlusion is prelimi-nary, sine the data must still be orreted for parasiti reations. Further-more, the in�uene of other model parameters on the theoretial alulation



370 B. Jurado et al.has to be studied, and the desription of the time dependene of the �ssionprobability, whih is now roughly represented in the ode by a step funtion,that means by a sudden inrease from zero to the stationary value at time� , should be replaed by a more realisti one.REFERENCES[1℄ D. Hilsher et al., Ann. Phys. Fr. 471 (1992).[2℄ A.-V. Ignatyuk et al., Nul. Phys. A593, 519 (1995).[3℄ V.A. Rubhenya et al., Phys. Rev. C58, 1587 (1998).[4℄ J. Velkovska et al., Phys. Rev. C59, 1506 (1999).[5℄ X. Ledoux et al., Phys. Rev. C57, 2375 (1998).[6℄ W. Shmid et al., Phys. Rev. C55, 2965 (1997).[7℄ E.-M. Ekert et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. C64, 2483 (1990).[8℄ P. Paul et al., Annu. Rev. Nul. Part. Si. 44, 65 (1994).[9℄ M. de Jong et al., Nul. Phys. A613, 435 (1997).[10℄ A.R. Junghans et al., Nul. Phys. A629, 635 (1998).[11℄ J.-J. Gaimard et al., Nul. Phys. A531, 709 (1991).


